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OBJECTIVE 
 
1. Limiting the number of reference varieties by a combination of molecular distances (based on SNP-
markers) and morphological distances (based on field observations) will improve the efficiency of DUS 
testing of grasses - a pilot-project. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT 
 
2. Varieties need to be tested for DUS (i.e. Distinctness, Uniformity and Stability) to be registered for 
Plant Breeder’s Rights or for listing. DUS testing of perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne) is inefficient in terms 
of labour and cost involved. 
 
3. Perennial ryegrass is an obligate outbreeding species. Varieties are synthetic populations generated 
by poly-crosses of selected individual clones. Varieties of perennial ryegrass are genetically diverse. 
Nevertheless in practice it is very hard to distinguish varieties by morphological characteristics only. There 
are very few useful visual characteristics and new candidate varieties have to be compared with a large and 
increasing number of varieties in common knowledge. 
 
4. Distinctness is determined by measuring numerous characteristics (such as length and width of the 
flag leaf, plant height, etc.) over a number of years on 60 individual, spaced plants per variety. Varieties are 
often not significantly distinct as these characteristics are highly variable not only for genetic reasons but for 
environmental or methodological reasons also. 
 
5. However varieties which cannot be distinguished by morphological traits are often clearly distinct for 
agronomical performance (yield, persistence, resistances, etc.), illustrating once more the limited power of 
the methodology used in traditional DUS testing of outbreeding grass species. 
 
6. Efficiency of DUS testing can be enhanced by reducing the number of reference varieties. Reference 
varieties are now planted in two out of every three years (cyclic planting). Varieties are directly compared 
twice in three years and data for missing years are compensated for by the use of historic data from earlier 
years. Condensing the dataset by direct comparison of the most relevant reference varieties will enhance the 
discriminative power and reliability of the test. 
 
7. Managing the reference collection by use of a combination of morphological distances and molecular 
distances is generally accepted by UPOV nowadays (UPOV, 2011). Recent publications by Wang et al. 
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(2013) in Australia and by Byrne et al.(2013) in Denmark show the potential of variety discrimination of 
grasses (Lolium spp. in particular) by SNP profiles. The Australian set of SNP-markers might be used to 
reduce the number of reference varieties by combining molecular distances and morphological distances 
comparable to the methodology developed for potatoes (Bonthuis, 2011). 
 
8. Biosciences Research (Bundoora, Victoria, Australia) will analyse 20 varieties of Lolium perenne, 
based on their set of SNP-markers. For practical and financial reasons (for future use in DUS testing) 
varieties will be genotyped on the basis of seed bulks. Genotyping seed bulks will generate information on 
allele frequencies within populations which is thought to be sufficiently powerful for varietal discrimination 
(Byrne at al., 2013). 20 varieties will make (20x19/2=) 190 variety pairs. Pairwise comparison of fingerprint 
profiles as well as pairwise comparison of morphological data will result in threshold values for distinctness. 
Molecular profiles and morphological profiles are not necessarily correlated (Roldán-Ruiz, 2001) but they can 
be supplementary in decisions on distinctness. Phenotypic data are available from DUS testing at Tollebeek 
(The Netherlands) in previous years. Molecular data will be analysed by Biosciences Research (Pembleton 
et al., 2013). Both molecular and morphological data will subsequently be analysed by Biometris 
(Wageningen UR, Netherlands). Pairwise comparison of varieties by combining morphological and molecular 
distances will result in a threshold for varietal differences beyond which reference varieties can be excluded 
from field testing. 
 
9. The project is a pilot project to explore the potential use of today’s high-throughput technology in the 
management of the reference collection. If results are sufficiently positive the project can be expanded in 
cooperation with other UPOV partners (e.g. in Europe, Australia, New Zealand a.o.). 
 
 
Henk Bonthuis (projectleader) 
Manager DUS/VCU testing of Field crops 
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